
Venta Price List

Stock price (●): $6,278
Term Description 
Wooden surround $0
Head-/footboard Design Lito $0

Nobla $41
Lito / Lito reha $41
Nobla/ Nobla reha $41
Pino $41
Pilastro $260
Podego $341
Alero $470
Teno $0

Decor $0
House decor (Standard) Natural Beech R5311 $0

House decors

Decor different from the standard
$57

(for Lito, Lito reha, Nobla, Nobla reha, Pino, Pilastro, Podego)
$0

Decor different from the standard
$235

(for Alero, Teno) $0

Other decors divergent from the Stiegelmeyer color range on 
request

Undercarriage $0

Standard

$0
Double castor Ø50mm. lock of the castors is axial wise $0

$203
Double castor Ø50mm. Central braking system $0
With double brake pedal $0

Movo $568
Double castor Ø100mm. Central braking system $0

Forto $1,046
castor Ø125mm. Central braking system $0

Lying surface $0

Width of lying surface 90 cm $0
100cm $377

lying surface coverage

hygiene surface $0
$37

Hygiene surface with openings for fixation belts $0
comfort lying surface $475
(only for 90 cm lying surface) $0

length of lying surface

200 cm $0
$0

integrated, telescopic bed extention (20cm) $0
210 cm (ex factory) $183

Safety sides $0



oTSG
$0

split safety sides without telescope (oTSG); on both sides
$0

TDSG
$260

split safety sides with telescope (TDSG); on both sides
$0

Kojenbrett

-$243

split safety sides without telescope (oTSG); partial; other side 
with fixed board along the side of the bed

$0
-$114

split safety sides with telescope (TDSG); partial; other side 
with fixed board along the side of the bed

$0
Supplementary equipment $0

Electrical

drive system (EURO-Plug) $130
LCD hand set (inkl. Trendelenburg) $85

$101
cable extension for hand set $0

$73
mains plug transformer for England $0

$73
mains plug transformer for Switzerland $0
Package  1 - preparation for battery $89

$0
Package  2 - under bed light $329
Package  3 - port for reading lamp $393

$0

Package 4 - Prepared for IR-Control
$454

Package  5 - battery $495
Package  6 - Trendelenburg Handset $393

$0
Package  7 - Out of Bed + under bed light $1,379

$0
Package  8 - Out of Bed + port for reading lamp $1,286

$0
Package 9 - Under bed light + preparation battery $418

$0
Package 10 - Trendelenburg position + preparation for 
battery $483

$0
Package  11 - Preparation for out of bed system $430

$0
Package 12 - Out of bed + under bed light + port for reading 
lamp $1,578

$0



Mechanical

$430
CPR Quickrelese on back section $0

$203
telescopic aluminium side panel on both sides $0

$170
wall buffers horizontally head- or footside $0
4 wall buffers horizontally $341
2 wall buffers horizontally and vertically head- or footside $231

$0
4 wall buffers horiziontally and vertically $462

$0
2 wall buffers horiziontally headside $402

$0
2 wall buffers horiziontally headside $0

$0
2 wall buffers horizontally and vertically headside $402

$0
2 wall buffers horizontally footside $0

$0
2 additional adaptor sleeve - for IV pole at foot-end (per 
piece) $130

$0
linen holder $183

Other Initial-error measurement report $41


